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12 LINC Curriculum Guidelines

Instructors can refer to the following sections in the Curriculum Guidelines when preparing daily and long-range 
lesson plans. 

1. The Planning section: 

• Program Development FAQs answers questions that instructors frequently ask about: needs 
assessment, lesson planning, and learner evaluation. 

• Needs Assessment describes elements needed to conduct a successful needs assessment.  Sample 
needs assessments are included for different LINC levels. 

• The Planning Checklists are tools for strategically incorporating the Level Outcomes into the 
program.  Instructors may duplicate these pages and check off the competencies taught within 
each topic or theme to ensure that the competencies in the four skill areas are covered.  See Using 
the Planning Checklists for a more detailed description of how they can be used. 

• A Long-Range Program Planner is provided to help instructors create an overview of their 
program. 

• Grammar Items lists suggested grammar appropriate for each LINC level.  It is not an exhaustive 
list of structures and instructors may add structures as needed to achieve the topic outcomes.   

• Strategies for Learners is a list of tips for learning English more effectively both inside and 
outside the classroom.  The strategies are general and can potentially be applied to any topic.  The 
topic pages also have a Strategies for Learners section which is more specifically adapted to the 
topics. 

• Techniques for Teaching Pronunciation suggests ways of teaching and practicing individual 
sounds, stress and rhythm, intonation, contractions and reductions, as well as teaching some 
cultural aspects of communication. 

• The Computer Skills Checklist has a variety of computer skills and organizes them into Novice, 
Experienced, and Advanced user levels.  The list is extensive and instructors are not required to 
cover all the skills.  It may be used to keep track of the skills already covered in class and to obtain 
ideas for future lessons. 

• Sample Lesson Plans for each level are included to show how sections of the topic pages can be 
incorporated into a comprehensive lesson plan.  Instructors can choose to follow these specific 
lesson plan formats or any other format that works well for them. 

• Classroom Resources is a list of the books and pamphlets mentioned on the topic pages as well 
as additional resources for Assessment and Evaluation, CALL, ESL Software, ESL Theory, 
Listening, and Pronunciation.  A list of videos is also provided. 

• Glossaries have been included for Computer, General, Grammar, and Pronunciation terms.
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2. The Evaluation section: 

• Assessment and Evaluation provides a framework for the assessment and evaluation of learners’ 
performance during the course. 

• Ongoing Class Monitoring Charts are tools for tracking the scores of learners in the four skills 
and their competency areas.  There are separate charts for speaking/writing and listening/reading. 

• The End-of-Term Reporting Form can be used to report learner achievements as they relate to 
the outcomes for a particular LINC level.   

• The Learner Self-Evaluation Form gives learners the opportunity to evaluate their own progress 
in the class.   

• The Learner Program Evaluation can be used by learners for a general evaluation of the course. 
 

3. The Level Outcomes section: 

• The Level Outcomes pages list the Canadian Language Benchmark 2000 competencies in the four 
skill areas (speaking, listening, reading, and writing) that learners are expected to master in each 
LINC level.  They also include the performance conditions for mastering the competencies and a 
description of the learner’s general ability at each level.   

 

4.  The Themes sections: 

• There are 12 themes, each with three topics per level. 

• Instructors do not need to teach the topics in the order in which they appear in the document.  
Nor it is necessary that they cover all the topics.  Instructors should choose only those that are 
relevant to their learners’ needs. 

• Instructors can develop their own material by applying Level Outcomes for their LINC level to 
themes and topics chosen on the basis of a needs assessment.  Ideas for adapting topics or creating 
new ones can be found in Topic Development Ideas on the topic pages. 

• See Using the Topic Pages for specific details on what is included on the topic pages and how to 
use them for planning lessons. 
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Using the Topic Pages 
The topic pages are organized into 12 themes with three topics per theme for each LINC level.  This 
illustration describes sections of the topic pages. 

 

The Topic 
Development Ideas 
section includes 
information relevant to 
the topic.  This section 
may be used to develop 
additional topics related 
to the theme or to get 
ideas for lesson content. 

The Strategies for 
Learners section includes 
basic survival strategies 
for situations related to 
the topic.  This section 
may be used to plan 
lesson activities that help 
learners develop 
important coping skills. 

Resources for Developing and Teaching Topic is a brief 
list of books, places to find authentic materials, guest 
speakers, videos, web sites, key search words, etc.  See the 
Resources Key at left.  For a complete list of references, see 
Classroom Resources in the Planning section. 

Resources Key 
 

¨ Books 

2 Brochures and Pamphlets 

G Places  

v Field trip 

¸ Videos 

O Listening  

� Guest speakers 

³ LINC Software  

" Web site 

B Search words 
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The Topic Outcomes list some possible outcomes that relate to the topic.  Outcomes for 
each of the skill areas are listed in the order of speaking, listening, reading, and writing, as 
indicated by corresponding icons.  Topic outcomes are suggestions based on Level 
Outcomes and instructors are free to choose any outcomes from their level(s) that they feel 
are appropriate for the lesson. 

The Language Focus 
items are possible 
vocabulary, expressions, 
and grammar items to 
help learners achieve the 
topic outcomes.   

The Sample Tasks suggest activities for achieving 
some of the topic outcomes.  They include sample 
speaking, listening, reading, and writing tasks, as well 
as integrated computer tasks.  Computer tasks that are 
not directly related to specific language tasks are listed 
separately under Additional Tasks. 

Pronunciation items are 
included on each topic 
page.  These items offer 
ideas for pronunciation 
practice. 
For additional ideas and a 
phonetics table see 
Techniques for 
Teaching 
Pronunciation in the 
Planning section. 

A CLB level reference is given for this particular LINC level.  Please refer to the CLB 
table in the Introduction to Level Outcomes for the specific CLB rating of each skill 
area. 

Computer Tasks Key 
 

: Tasks using Windows, Word, 
Excel, PowerPoint 

" Tasks using the Internet 

³ Tasks using LINC Software 
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The Role of Computers 

The ever-expanding role of computers affects many aspects of Canadian lives, from social needs (e-mailing 
to family and friends) to culture (news, entertainment) and work (job search, reports, presentations).  In 
particular, the Internet affects the way we do business, handle money, do research, and communicate with 
one another.  Computers are now viewed as essential tools in our society and require careful, deliberate 
integration with language and resettlement programs. 

Integration of the Computer Tasks 

These curriculum guidelines encourage the integration of computer tasks with language instruction by 
including sample integrated tasks in every topic.  Instructors are not required to incorporate computer tasks 
in every lesson, nor are they required to teach the specific activities suggested on the topic pages.  
Instructors can modify these tasks to suit the level and interest of learners in their class or they may choose 
to develop their own computer activities instead.  When developing new tasks, instructors should ensure 
they are relevant to the specific topic and focus primarily on language learning. 

Types of Computer Tasks 

These guidelines suggest two types of integrated computer tasks: language-learning tasks and language-
application tasks. 

Language-Learning Tasks Language-Application Tasks 

• reviewing grammar 

• spelling  

• building vocabulary  

• filling in the blanks  

• matching  

• sorting  

• word processing a letter  

• creating a flyer or greeting card  

• accessing information in public places  

• researching information for personal, 
employment, training needs 

• using the Internet for business 
communications  

Tips for Engaging Learners in Computer Tasks 

The following are some tips for introducing computer tasks in a LINC class: 

• assess learners’ needs and computer user levels before attempting the suggested tasks (see the 
following pages on Needs Assessment) 

• establish rules (e.g., make sure computers are shut down properly at the end of the day, no food or 
drinks in the lab) so that learners share the responsibility of maintaining the lab 

• prepare a basic computer skills lesson (see Computer Assisted Language Learning: A Software Guide for 
the LINC Classroom1) 

• ensure that learners are familiar with the computer skills listed for a task  

• modify computer tasks to accommodate learners’ needs and user levels 

• pair learners who are comfortable with using computers, with those who are not 

• guide the class through more difficult computer tasks using a step-by-step process 

                                                   
1 Computer Assisted Language Learning: A Software Guide for the LINC Classroom (Toronto: Toronto Catholic District School Board, 
2000), Basic Computer Lessons. 
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Instructor-Made Material 

The term “instructor-made” refers to lesson materials that instructors need to create for specific computer 
tasks.  These materials should be presented in a format that best suits the task, such as: 

• paper-based materials (e.g., diagrams, maps, surveys, and worksheets) 

• data files on diskettes or hard drives (e.g., electronic documents and worksheets)  

In LINC labs where instructors have been given network access, instructor-made files can be copied to a 
designated “master computer” on a network. This allows multiple users to gain simultaneous access to files 
(see Computer Assisted Language Learning: A Software Guide for the LINC Classroom1). 

Needs Assessment 

Before engaging learners in computer tasks, instructors should perform a needs assessment in order to 
identify the learners’ user levels as well as personal and employment-related computer goals.  A needs 
assessment also helps instructors plan and modify tasks for specific groups or individual learners.  A basic 
needs assessment checks the learners’ ability to use the Windows operating system and perform simple 
word-processing tasks.   

Computer User Levels 

The sample computer activities in the guidelines are categorized according to three levels of computer 
literacy: Novice, Experienced, and Advanced.  These user levels should be considered when planning 
lessons with computer components.   
 

::    Novice users demonstrate little or no computer literacy skills.  They have had very little 
experience using computers and have very limited knowledge of how computers work and the role 
of the operating system.  Novice users require much assistance. 

::    Experienced users demonstrate good computer skills.  They are familiar with application software 
such as word processors, spreadsheets, and databases.  They work with home computers regularly, 
access and browse the Internet to locate sites through search engines, and have a basic 
understanding of the operating system (e.g., managing files by copying, deleting, moving).  
Experienced users have developed the skills to locate navigation and menu features of new 
programs and browse and experiment on their own. 

::    Advanced users demonstrate excellent computer skills.  They regularly use application software at 
home or work, can conduct many types of searches on the Internet, and are able to troubleshoot 
and manage their systems effectively.  Advanced users rarely require assistance with software or 
computer tasks.  The have good knowledge of the operating system and can customize tasks and 
functions. 

Computer Resources 

There are two computer-related resources in these guidelines.  The Glossary of Computer Terms lists all 
of the computer terminology used throughout the document and the Computer Skills Checklist includes 
many of the skills required to use the software available in LINC labs.  This checklist is useful in identifying 
skills suitable for a specific computer user level (e.g., Novice).  It can also be used to keep track of the skills 
already taught and to plan future lessons. 

                                                   
1 Computer Assisted Language Learning: A Software Guide for the LINC Classroom, pp. 43–48. 
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LINC Software 

All LINC labs in Ontario were originally provided with three language-learning programs.  They are: Explore 
Canada, Tense Buster, and ELLIS.   

1. Explore Canada is divided into two sections: History and Geography.  The two sections are further 
divided into subsections with text at two levels of complexity.  Level 1 is equipped with audio capability 
and has texts that are one paragraph in length.  Level 2 has longer, more difficult texts, and does not 
include audio.  Other features of Explore Canada include: 

• an index for locating topics within the program 

• a simple Writing Pad that allows learners to type their own ideas or copy text from parts of the 
units and save or print them 

Tense Buster features grammar at five levels of complexity from Elementary to Advanced.  Each level 
presents different grammar points.  Each of the grammar items includes: 

• an explanation of the grammar item 

• practice using the item 

• self-marking tests 

• vocabulary  

Other features of Tense Buster are: 

• a Scratch Pad that lets learners type their own ideas or copy text from the units and save or print 

• an Authoring Kit for each level that allows instructors to add their own topic-based activities.  
Instructors can create easily accessible exercises that are more settlement focused 

2. ELLIS is the most comprehensive of the three LINC programs.  This multimedia package has five 
CDs: ELLIS Placement, ELLIS Intro, Middle Mastery, Senior Mastery, and Master Pronunciation. ELLIS Intro, 
Middle Mastery, and Senior Mastery are divided into units.  Units include video dialogues, questions, games, 
and tests. 
 
The video dialogues give learners the opportunity to role-play the characters in a chosen video.  
Learners choose characters, listen to the lines, record the lines in their own voices, and play back to 
compare. 
 
ELLIS Master Pronunciation has sections on Pronunciation, Minimal Pairs, Speech Acts, Master Tutor, 
and Tongue Twisters. 

An orientation session to the LINC software should include: 

• features of the desktop and Windows screens (Start Button, Window Control Buttons)  

• mouse skills (clicking, double-clicking, scrolling) 

• an exercise to teach navigation techniques (selecting options through menus or buttons on screen) 

• using specific features in a program such as the Index (Explore Canada) 

• using headsets (ELLIS, Explore Canada, and Tense Buster) 

• using the Writing Pad (Explore Canada) and Scratch Pad (Tense Buster)  
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Digital Projectors   

The digital projectors available in many LINC centres are a simple and effective way to introduce or review 
programs with groups of learners.  They allow instructors to demonstrate navigational interfaces, as well as 
the main functions of the programs.  Digital projectors may also be used as creative teaching tools to 
involve groups of students in a shared task. 

Productivity Software 

Productivity software such as a word processor, spreadsheet, presentation, and web-browsing programs is also 
available in LINC computer labs.  Productivity software allows users to perform meaningful, real-life tasks.  In 
Word, learners can prepare reports and write letters, memos, or essays.  In Excel, they can perform simple 
calculations and create charts.  Learners can also prepare and deliver sophisticated, well-organized 
presentations using PowerPoint. 

Learners should be familiar with the required computer skills before performing a task using productivity 
software.  For example, when engaging learners in a Word task that uses columns, such skills as creating a 
specific number of columns, changing the number of columns, or editing columns must be taught prior to 
the task.  Similarly, for creating charts or calculating a budget in Excel, basic spreadsheet skills have to be 
taught.   

Displaying Word, Excel, or PowerPoint instructions on wall cards or using task sheets (see the Glossary of 
Computer Terms) in the computer lab will help learners remember functions that were taught previously. 

Using the Internet with LINC Learners 

The widespread use of the Internet and e-mail indicates that basic Internet and e-mail skills and conventions 
should be taught to help learners enter the job market and integrate more fully into Canadian society.  
Increasing access to the Internet at LINC sites allows real-life application of practical language activities 
(e.g., browse job postings, research a trip, contact an MPP).  Centres that do not have Internet access may 
be able to use public facilities such as libraries or Human Resources Centres to complete the suggested 
Internet tasks.  Before assigning tasks, it is a good idea to prepare a basic Internet lesson and a hands-on 
orientation session to the Internet.  Public libraries have excellent resources on using the Internet and often 
provide orientation sessions that can be booked to accommodate groups of learners. 

LINC 4 and 5 Activities on Alphaplus.ca 

Ready-to-use computer activities for LINC 4 and 5 learners in Ontario can be browsed and downloaded at 
http://alphaplus.ca/linc.  These activities match many of the topics in these guidelines and are 
downloadable in Word format.  

A Software Guide for the LINC Classroom 

Computer Assisted Language Learning: A Software Guide for the LINC Classroom is available to all LINC centres in 
a printed document and also on-line at http://alphaplus.ca (LINC Documents).  It is a helpful resource for 
integrating computer skills with language learning and gives step-by-step instructions for using LINC 
software.

http://alphaplus.ca/linc
http://alphaplus.ca
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